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ASA Electronics® Featured in RVX Aftermarket Experience Trailer
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ELKHART, IN. – ASA Electronics is one of the 23 suppliers
selected for the first Aftermarket Experience Trailer at
RVX. The RVIA and the Aftermarket Committee joined
forces to create a showpiece trailer with a 2019
Crossroads Volante Fifth Wheel, outfitted with the best
products the industry has to offer.
ASA Electronics donated their iN∙Command Control
System with Global Connect™ to be the hub of
operations for the trailer. Smart RV Technology is the
largest step forward for the RV industry to date and
iN∙Command with Global Connect takes it a step further.
Using the iN∙Command app, RVers can monitor and
control select functions of their trailer from anywhere in
the world.
This latest system from ASA Electronics will also be compatible with the myChevrolet and
myGMC apps for 2020 Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierra Heavy Duty Trucks. This will allow
Chevrolet and GMC owners to control their RV from their smartphone or infotainment system
when within Bluetooth range of their trailer.
ASA Electronics has also provided all the entertainment for the Aftermarket Experience trailer
with the JENSEN® JWM60A Wall Mount Stereo and two JENSEN TVs designed for the RV
lifestyle. The stereo offers app control through the jControl app and three speaker zones while
the TVs operate on 12V DC power and have been designed form the ground up to handle use in
a mobile environment.
The Aftermarket Experience trailer will be debuting a new product from ASA Electronics: the
iN∙Command Tire Pressure Monitoring System. The iN∙Command TPMS is an aftermarket
product that will allow RVers to track the air pressure and temperature of up to 22 tires in real
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time with a smartphone app. The iN∙Command Tire Pressure Monitoring System will be
available Summer 2019.

ASA Electronics® has been designing and manufacturing mobile electronic products for the
Marine, RV, PowerSports, Agricultural, Construction, Commercial Vehicle, and Bus industries
since 1977. Their proprietary brands are JENSEN®, JENSEN Marine®, JENSEN Heavy Duty®,
iN∙Command®, Marine Audio®, Voyager® and ADVENT® Air. ASA is also a distributor in specialty
markets for SiriusXM® Satellite Radio, Polk Ultramarine®, Klipsch®, and XKGLOW® products. For
more information, please visit www.ASAElectronics.com.
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